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VI.—On some recent Hvidence of the Variation of the Suns Heat.—By 

Henry F. Buanrorp, Meteorologist to the Government of India. 

(Received June Ist ;—Read June 2nd, 1875.) 

Since the British Ass6ciation meeting at Brighton in 1872, at which 

Mr. Meldrum brought to notice the fact that the Cyclones of the Indian 

ocean vary in frequency with the period of sun-spot frequency, several at- 

tempts have been made to trace out the evidence of a similar periodicity in 

other meteorological phenomena. Mr. Meldrum and Mr. Norman Lockyer 

have done this in the case of the rainfall, with the result of shewing that in 

the Mauritius, Australia, South Africa and some other parts of the world 

such a variation is to be detected more or less distinctly in the registers. 

And Professor Koppen has arrived at a similar conclusion in the case of 

air temperature, a result on which I shall have again to offer some remarks 

in the sequel. All these results point to the conclusion that the radiation 

of the sun is not appreciably constant from year to year,* but varies with 

the appearance and physical state of his surface. 

Long prior to any of these discoveries, the possible variation of the 

sun’s heat and of its influence on the earth had been the subject of specula- 

tion among solar physicists. According to Professor Wolf, (as quoted by 

Professor Képpen,) Riccioli, in 1651, shortly after the first discovery of sun- 

spots, surmised that some coincidence might exist between them and terres- 

trial weather changes. Sir William Herschell endeavoured to establish such 

a connexion by discussing one of their remote effects, viz., the rise and fall 

~ in the price of wheat in past years. Sabine established a connexion betweén 

the solar-spot period and that of magnetic storms; Fritz between the former 

and the frequency of auroras ; and finally, in 1867, Mr. Joseph Baxendell of 

Manchester succeeded in tracing out a distinct and very striking relation 

between the number of the sun spots, and the ratio that exists between the 
difference of the mean maximum temperature of solar radiation and the 

mean maximum air temperature on the one hand, and that of the mean 

temperatures of the air and of evaporation on the other. 

All these investigations, it will be noticed, have dealt with the problem 

in an indirect form: that of Mr. Baxendell being, however, the most direct, 

and perhaps as direct as the data at his command (six years observations 

of the Radcliffe observatory, and five years of Mr. Mackereth’s register at 

Kecles near Manchester) would admit of. The causes that interfere with the 

direct transmission of the sun’s heat to the earth’s surface are so powerful and 

at the same time so variable, that even with more perfect instruments than 

* As was assumed by Mr. Meech in his elaborate treatise on Solar heat in the 

TXth Volume of the “Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.” 
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we possess at present, it is not to be expected that in English latitudes and 
under her variable and cloudy skies, the temperature of the solar heat in- 
cident on the earth’s surface, recorded at two stations only, should coincide 

at all distinctly in variation with that of the heat emitted from the sun. 

Still, by a very ingenious treatment of the data, Mr. Baxendell succeeded 

in shewing, with great probability, that the sun’s radiation varied in inten- 

sity directly with the observed number of the spots during the years 1859 

to 1866. 
It was still desirable, however, that further and more direct proof should 

be obtained, and it is obvious that for such a purpose, no country offers more 

favourable conditions than India; and fortunately, owing in no small degree 

to the urgent representations of this Society in past years, the means pro- 

vided by the Government of Bengal, in the establishment of systematic 

observations throughout its provinces, have put it in my power to bring 

before the Society this evening, evidence, which if not absolutely conclusive, 

at least leaves, I think, but little room for doubt, that the old speculations 

are true; and that the sun’s heat varies from year to year, to such an 

extent as must appreciably affect terrestrial phenomena. 

Registers of the readings of a maximum thermometer, the bulb of 
which is coated with lamp-black and which is enclosed in an exhausted 

tube,* were commenced at a few stations in Bengal in the latter part of 

1867 or the beginning of 1868; at others the observations were begun in 

subsequent years. ‘he instruments are freely exposed to the sun’s rays, 

supported on forked sticks at a height of one foot above the groundt and 
their readings have been recorded on all days, whether clear or cloudy. 

Béing very fragile, and exposed without protection, they are unfortunately 

very subject to breakage, and although therefore their registers extend in 

most cases over a period of six or seven years, I can find but one station on 

my list at which the register has been kept continuously for more than five 

years with one and the same instrument. ‘This fact very much reduces the 

quantity of data available for discussion. It appears that, from some cause 

at present unexplained, these thermometers, made by the best London makers, 

sometimes differ in their readings to the extent of several degrees (I have 

known differences of 10° and 15°) when exposed under apparently identical 

circumstances; and there have been hitherto no means of comparing them 

together in Calcutta in the only effectual way, viz., by exposing them side 

by side to the solar radiation, and correcting all to some one instrument, 

arbitrarily selected as a standard. In dealing with the registers then, I 

* In one of these tubes which I opened, (that of a thermometer by Messrs. 

Negretti and Zambra,) I found the residual air to have a pressure at the freezing point 

of 1:26 ins. about equal to a vacuum of 34. 

+ At Roorkee the instrument is about 4 feet above the ground, 
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have been obliged to restrict my comparison to those of consecutive years 
that have been recorded with the same instrument, and wherever an instru- 

ment has lasted over a single twelvemonth only or less, its register has 

been totally set aside. 
The next precaution necessary is to eliminate as far as possible from 

the individual registers, those irregularities which are due to variations in 

the state of the sky. This, however, can be done but very imperfectly, 

otherwise than on the mean of avery large number of observations. It 
results from the actinometric observations of Pouillet, Kamtz, Quetelet and 

Althaus, that with a vertical sun, and a sky free from all visible cloud or 

haze, the proportion of solar heat that penetrates the whole thickness of 

the atmosphere, and is therefore effective at sea-level, does not amount to 

more than two-thirds or at the utmost three-fourths of that which reaches 

the exterior of our atmosphere. Herschell estimates it at the former quan- 

tity. But in India, the atmosphere, when cloudless to the eye, is by no 

means so diathermanous as is here assumed. Sometimes for many days 

together, with settled weather and a cloudless sky, the sun: thermometer 

gives steady maximum readings, not differing more than one or two degrees. 

A day follows on which there is a good deal of cloud, and perhaps some rain, 

and the diathermancy of the atmosphere is so increased in the intervals of 

the clouds, that the sun-thermometer registers 10° or 15° above any of its 
previous readings. Such cases occur frequently in all the registers. It is 

probable therefore that on days registered as cloudless, not less than half 

the solar radiation and frequently much more is absorbed by the atmo- 

sphere. In order to obtain data that shall be fairly comparable, I have in 

“most cases selected those days on which the sky was either cloudless at 10 

A. M. and 4 Pp. M., or had on the average not more than one-fifth of cloud. 

In the case of the two comparatively cloudy stations Silchar and Port 

Blair, I have been obliged to extend these limits; in the former case to three 

tenths, in the latter to one-half. ‘The monsoon months, June to September, 

are omitted in these tables. 

Another method of proceeding which I have adopted in order to verify 

these results is to take the two highest readings recorded in each month 

(including the monsoon months) as the data for comparison. 

The four following tables give the results. In Tables I. and II. the 

comparison is restricted to the registers of those stations and years in 

which the same instrument has been read continuously for at least two 

consecutive calendar years. ‘The differences of each pair of years are given 

separately for each station, and the means of the whole. This method of 
comparison, however, admits of a very small portion only of the data being 

utilized, since it excludes all broken years, and therefore in Tables III. and 

IV. I have adopted a modified course of proceeding, which admits these. 
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I have taken first for each station separately the temperature differences of 
each pair of homonymous months in consecutive years, rejecting as before 

all those in which the instrument has been changed in the interval; and 

next the mean of all the differences thus obtained for the same pair of 

A rise of temperature is indicated by + , a fall by —. 

24 

months. 

Taste I.—Differences of annual means of black-bulb temperatures with a 
clear sky (as above defined). 

STATIONS. 1868-9 | 1869-70 | 1870-1 | 1871-2 | 1872-3 | 1873-4 

Port Blair. ...... o0d0000 + 2:2 EEE NO7/ 
Cuitaelis; ~-coonocoo cocncc00 +1°8 +174 0 
Chittagong, 0090 950908 —08} —1:9 0 
AD ACCA ainlelevereassieles ores se +2°6 —2-2 — 0-4 
Slava, 556000 000006 +2°9 +1:9 — 4-4 
Berhampore, ...........+ — 2-4 
Patnas eve aeeca tects es +77 
Whom, Goonon coo00000 +2°9 | —0O-1 
Silom, no00000a 20090000 —21 0 —1°8 6°3 
TROOURGS, nin0d0000 noo00Gn0 +2°3 56 

Sums, +10°6 +7:0 +01 +3°6 — 4-9 Oe 
Means,} +9°3 +2°3 0 +0°9 —I11 —10 

Taste I].— Differences of annual means of two highest black bulb tem- 
peratures monthly. 

STATIONS. 1868-9 | 1869-70} 1870-1 | 1871-2 | 1872-3 | 1873-4 

iPro IBlewe, 45506000 000000 + 2°9 —13 
Chikinls, sisain dee bo nbO soe +26| 42:5] —28 
Chittagong, =... ........ a1 || = Ors +13 
IDAGORhS Sols RiolecooL oaotaD +17 | —1:2 +1:2 
Ielavanel SI bonged cooo00 +2°8 +3°7 —39 
Berhampore, ........+++. —1:2 
SALT Annies sieves ralsveisj'e sik 616706 + 6:0 
Monghyr, ...... 90000000 +03 1:0 
SHIR, Koos00 96 be owoaee +18 | —2:3, —0:3 +77 
TOOMBS, onooad 1600 G00n00 0-9 — 3-9 

Sums, +8°8 + 6:9 — 01 +0°3 +0°6 —24 
Means,) +4°4 +2°3 0 +01 +071 | —03 
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Tasie Ill. A.— Differences of monthly means of black-bulb temperatures 
with clear sky, 

JANUARY. 

STATIONS. 1868-9 | 1869-70| 1870-1 | 1871-2 | 1872-3 | 1873-4 

Tape IBGE, Gnq56a05 Hodode —13 +3°3 — 82 
Wuitack. ss. S90 addoo0uc — 50 +83 | —0°6 
Chittagong,........ Sooo at — 2°5 —30| —15 
RIGSOOEG MEIC a cceiccs ci ieis ic eiev0 +17 
TDG Gans Gee ORC Cree —10 — 2°6 —32 
[iene aianeonoo modo — 30 +59 | —10 —59d 
BEEMAN POLERE <heleia's|s/'s\s cic. 3 — 2:9 — 34 —11°8 
Silane”) Sadedeaaspanece +23 | —d1 —1°0 0 
MVitori yi at as wiers esol leisisi vies +1°5 +38 | —4:7 
TET ain GeO CREE RRC OC IIE +6°7 +86 
HYOOLK CO Wialsielsolsieie’ asi cle oe —31|)| —52 — 12:0 

Means, +16 +24} 41:3 —3'8 + 0°4 —53 

FEBRUARY. 

Fras bn Gaenooe oocaood —27 +49 —2°5 
Cuttack es... averse ehaieiars — 5:0 +72 —14 
CHIT SONE a Sos coqeooeonc Ari | 057 +0°3 
RNCSSOLG IFoo ons: si crasie's)« Beane +1°6 
LD EXO Os pec lemmeeaee Boielscetereie —17 —0°5 — 33 
HET AZATTD ASE sista'eis/sicle«lois0 +2°2 +2°5 +3°9 —0°8 
Berhampore, yale s/eile (a/siersis,s — 4:2 —51 —11°3 
Silane, p socndsecoonueDe +05 | —ds51 + 2°4 0 
IGIISIN ES -so5ogoumlogGubOU +3°2 +15) —48 
zea iat etreraicislarev rie eisie svese ove +20°2) —3 3:4 
INDGHAEE, ogontooo acoo00N0C —68 | —0O2 —97 

Means, + 8:0 —09 +0°8 —s38 +21 —36 

Marcu. 

FO GP DALES savcias a(o'a\ o/aisisie +54 +2°8 —71 
CHITTY kee A RC ae 56 — 48 +4:0 +02 
(Clint reo Reena omeno : +0° | —0O4}] —15 
JESSOTE, ..eaee Batata stone : +2°7 
ID RYE ip CaS caer are 3000 0600 +4°3 | —2:1 + 0:2 
AAT IDAS HT esen)s «sie : +50 | —2°3 +82 —34| —4.7 
IBELHATOPOLC, <secjose «0. « +1°6 —3'l +131 
Silchar sets. 50 daodoo0dn —155 —1:9 —14 +1:9 
Miqamelthae 2 Ap onecocaanone — 0:4 +3°6 |. —1°4 
BEAM oer lereic\e ics sis "ees +19°2 
HEABEKE Rogie s cise h 6 0 cieieiee +09 | —9:3 —15:3 

Means, +9:0 +11 +28 leg 3 | —O7) —17 
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APRIL. 

STATIONS. 1868-9 | 1869-76 | 1870-1 | 1871-2 | 1872-3 |1873-4 

Ikea) Jeeta Gognog, wouued +3°8 | —3°2 19 
Cinthia, 5500000 Foe ere —06 +2°7 | —3-9 +2°3 
(Chittagong, .c2..+s wee e oe — 02 +18) —20/] —17 
VERO, pronodoe vonpo00c +42 
IDRC. oosoAc 5900 C0008 206 — 4:0 +651 —29 0 
Hazaribagh, ......+0 eee +10:0} —2-1 +1°7 —63 | —62 
Berd VOR, 505000 ooon0G +3°6 —7'3 +57 
psullelagne,  sp00d000 00000000 — 35 +14] —60 +5°3 
Wiomeliag 55000005 duo006 —0°3 +19 | —2:6 
IPM, ogo7000000 0000000 0 + 8:4 
INO, Gonono00 ano00adc +6:1 +56 | —81 

May. 

a ee 

Port Blair, eoeeeo oe e908 —07 — 39 —7T7 

CMOS soonod0d 00 q000 ae —59 +97) —55}] —1:9 
Chittagong, ....... 0 000 +37 | —d6| —18] —0O2 
VOILE, sa00n000 asd0n000 ; 
IDRC,  odoncdbo Bo000 BAG : —67 +54 | —37 +071 
lskvenal OVEN, 4900 p00000 6 +14:2) —6°6 + 2°6 —26| —44 
Berhampore, ...+0+0+ ss: +9°9 tO) ates 
SW Goo00n 99 00000000 —1:9 +10; —382 +49 
Mlomenne “4. 5pn0000n ad00 spiby | =e) 
IPA, 99000000 00000000 +3°9 
TE OWSS, Goandd0g Noonoo0N — tly +67 | —49 

Means, +91 +11); —22 +2.6 | —O7 | —25 
{ 

OCTOBER, 

Port Blair, eoeoeee ©0009 000 — 17 — 80 — 88 + 4:0 

Cintas Gucocdc0 40600000 —38/] + 40] + 02] + 25 
@hittagons, ...... assesses — 6d| + 41) —43] + 24 
VOISHD, 000 00000000 a0n06 + 6:0 
IDBOG, 56 oo00G0 0an0 a6 n00C — 06/ + 25] — 2:3) + 4:7 
Hazaribagh, oeee0poee cee Gard 7:0 +10°6 oo 6°9 boas 4:1 

_BieraeenMyNOK, Gosoodd0 co06 + 0°3 —127 | — 19 
Silchar, eeenee cee OFeee8 — 4:0 + 4°6 — 1°3 + 6°4 

Monghyr, eocoeeve goeoeee0ene — 4-4 + 9:0 — 2:9 

IPAINT, goono900 90 goonu0G00 ||) == Pl) 
UO OLKCC alee Melatelevelenalersieliels + 46 — 13] + 38 

Means, | — 45] + 84| —17] + 40! —47] + 27 
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NOVEMBER. 

STATIONS. 1868-9. | 1869-70.| 1870-1. | 1871-2. | 1872-8. | 1873-4. 

BerBlairy godsesesessses | — 64 | + 0°8 9p |) Ga 
Esinde eee es) + 4-6 | 4 1-2 | — ks 
CIDER AES LO 4 ag gcoo nO Odo — 23) — 06 | —18] + dl 

RB OLE Ne reisigre oy s Selo sicis'ss'« + 57 
WACGCARY Giles’ ates dt is cvae + O1 | + 46} —19}| — 08 

Hazaribagh,....... eae ear leek. 48 — 36} — 79 
RCE AMIPOLEs) Unis) ciccle cee 6 cs — 05 + 19 —13:4] — 43 

HEHE spew tices: caek oe e's — 59 + 54] —40; +10°4 

iUinnelnae Gageooonoooe0uc eS) | Se 859) 80S 
WTA eke: cise e's se SAUCES — 03 
Ea On == 9:6 | camel = ses) 2 Oe 

Means, | — 2:2 | + 1:3] —06| + 35 | — 36) + 08 

DECEMBER. 
ee ee eee ee EE 

Bary ibm G6Go soudadoono 4 |tes—alle/o| Pea! Keane — 48} + 46 
Cuma wes coup antossacciee $ —— DH | 45 Be |) ge alee, |p Iles 
CINE BeAgap sage Gono =— 9G | 25 OS || —= Ory |] —— Ue 
RCSHOLG a Roioioie sicierci cielo) Sele : + 2°8 
MBACCH Se care vs icleisiee as ele es : +02] + 20) — 23] — 04 
Hazaribagh,......... Soe || ae Chen lpac aa — 04] — 457 
Berhampore, ......see0656 | — 48 — 07 1059) Ome 
Sliding s Sho cond Guo uM ODUDOL — 34] + 02) —03 | +158 
Iuigmedna® Gobo goo0 6000 d000 + 05] + 4:3 |) — 35 : 
Pate. S554 ooag 0600 Ged0oO + 85 
ISG OMEEEH GoGo Gobo G00 doc ; — 26) + 1:3 — 53] + 13 

Means, | + 1:2] + 23] —16/ + 22) — 29] + 09 

Taste III. Bi— Mean monthly and annual differences of black-bulb 

temperatures with a clear sky. 

Montus. 1868-9. | 1869-70.} 1870-1. | 1871-2. | 1872-3. | 1873-4. 

JANUATY, wee. eeseeeseeees | + 16] + 274] + 13] — 3:8] + 04 | — 53 
February, ..... : + 80} — 09] + 08 | — 38 | + 21 |) — 36 
March,.... Sooo bode G00000C + 9:0 + 11 + 258) | = 2:3) 1) — 0:7 | — 17 
cil SS es 25. |) aS ele PD | Uo OHA) SS Oe 
Wee ee Pier.) |e OsL | + 1-1 | ih se 2-6 = 0-7 | 
WeETopermeiocied- +) eciieele | —— 4:0) ) - 8:4 | = ale7al 4h AQ == a7 OO 
November, .............. | — 22 | + 1:33] — 06] + 3:5 | — 3°6 + 08 
IDCCEMDCT Ness csiss aye pues + 12] + 23) —16/)] + 22) —29/] + 09 

Sums, +297 | +168} — 14) + 26 | —12°7 | — 89 
Means, | + 37 | + 2:1) —02) + 03] —16/ —1 
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Tarte IV. A.— Differences of monthly means of two highest black-bulb tem= 
peratures Mm consecutive yeurs. 

JANUARY. 

STATIONS. 1868-9 | 1869-70 | 1870-1 | 1871-2 | 1872-3 | 1873-4 

| 

iPowy IBbiie Gooonn 00004000 0 — 10 |; — 13:0 
Gaiti@G', 50009000 40000000 — 35 | + 78) —O1 
ClarngRVeione?, “555500 ad0n00 — 20/ — 13] + 14 
IEIORD,) cdodobosd con SOOO + 1:0 
IDEXOORS daadad 6000 00.00.0000 + 06| —09| — 47 
lakeyvanaloevela, 505006900000 — 30} + 9:0 | — 2° — 40 
Sed MAMM NOES, Goanodaa oo0n = Of — 32 — 89 

. (SHONaTE, Bo 55 obd0.H00000 30 —30| —30| + 45] + 10 
Witoarslinag, 560060 00000000 ap 25) || = AA | ea 
Tei nav oka Gee AIP TIO SORA + 17:0) — 7-0 
BOOKED) 50000600 on00000 5 + 2:0 | — 4:0 | — 101 

Sums, + 15:0} — 1:2 | — 65 | — 16:1} + 101; — 38-0 
Means, | + 5:0 | — 0:2 | — 1:3 | — 273 + 23) — 47 

FEBRUARY. 

1Poray IBkwe, gao5 6000 voa000 — 30] — 1:0 — 5:0 
(CiROK cosgo000 0000 0000 — 72) + 74] — 23 
Chittagong, .........- a6 : — 86) — 14] + 46 
JESSOLE, ...0 50000 000000 + 34 
IDG, s000 500000 00 000000 00 Sor ne + 06 | + 0°6 
islevanalloeyele, oan0 0000 0000 +90) — 26) + 35 — 30 
Berhampore, .....+++ see — 67 — 02 | — 1077 
SUM, 59650000 00000000 — (075) | — 350) |) 2:05 |e 
Wiomalinne, jun odn000 6900 + 05] + 35 | — 10 
IPA, 4500 oh000000 000000 + 20:0 
INQOWEGE, 500000000000 0000 — 9.5 | + 4:5 — 10°8 

Sums, + 32°44 — 11°77) — 4:0 , — 261} + 86 | — 246 
Means, | + 108) — 2:9] —08|]—87}] + 21} — 31 

Marcu 

IPyan 1BbWe, 5a600000 n00006 + 65] + 1:0 — 55 
CAGE, soouotoo opb00000 + 05 | + 02) — 2:3 
Chittagong, 1.5... «..... + 20] —12) + 02 
VOIIOHD, anocco00 60000000 — 275 
HDAC CA wycretateteseiecteveie:sis.saiere sc 41 | — 3:5 | — 06 
lameraloneln, “ny 550q000 anc +20] + 75] + L0 — 3:/ | —— G0 
Led MNOS, G50050 000000 + 57 — 2:5 — 67 
Silchar everest ciereceielec a'e — 10) —60} — 30) + 445 
Monghyr, 114000 000004 + 10] + 2°55 | — 3° 
PALM As persis ce. Meuekoutsteteieae + 12°5 
HVOOLECO Masta s (otele joie rouusin cs ars + 05} + 4:2 | — 96 

Sums, + 1070) E25 -7|/ 0) |S Sa SG 
Means, + 33 + 64 + 08 | —0O2) — 2:2] — 32 
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APRIL. 

SrTarions. 1868-9 | 1869-70 | 1870-1 | 1871-2 | 1872-3 | 1873-4 

PERGRGED ATU yetolereieh ele vies © aie + 50} — 30 — 25 
AO bACKA tl ctajele’ « oscevatie.s us + 10) — 32) —04)] + 3:0 
WhibbasON Eases sees : + 566) — 35 |) — 2:0 esa ley/ 
Jessore, Meoce sis Sodoaday |) = OS 
DACCa, cares SHO Gee a fj + 1:4 + 32 | — 4:2 + 1:4 
PM aM cies el aieie's wees | LOCO 0 + 2:0 — 75| — 40 
ERGENAMIP OLE lee seis a sie + 2°2 — 67 — 67 
STIGINE 2. © Fp Oc OROI EIS eR —od5| — 45] — 45] + 10:0 
EVV Gn OsTaiya Mele yorcwiclels 6! sare’ tai — 3d | + 16 0 
EERUMS EER er cijeivsiecsicisieves well) ot 20 
HROOEK CO Melesislaeisiers cis swine + 15 | — 3°7 — 71 

Simm, | = es es os | Se ea = 
Means| + 42) 0:9 | eeO6 | — 9-6 | — 3-7] = 0-5 

May. 

Teo Teme, Soguno conobo0G + 3:5 | — 25 — 50 
CuliG g5c000 n600!d0na00 — 70 40) —15| + 19 
CIMROMES Gaopdpo0 GoodDO — 10) — 42) + 66| — 6:9 
JESSOLE,.. 144 3000000 : 
IDRGEE, Seoboo Ooo000G0 DD00 —31/ + 16; + 04} — 19 
Hazaribagh,........25.-.. | + Jo | + 1:5 | — 6:0 — §0| — 12 
Berhampore, ........«.. : +. 765 + 12] + $0] — 2:0 
Char ss ae 6 Goold odo CeO & + 8d | — 20] —65] + 86 
MIOMelAe, | dogooa0 000 50 D0 + 30] — 70 
iPRihazl,  Aiso0 o000 0b00 COODdO + 0°5 
IN@OUREE, Go00 0000 0000 0000 — 2:0 = 1%) || ce 2: 

Sums, + 8:0 +15°5 | —20°1 + 06} — 2:0 | — 42 

Means,| + 40] + 39} — 25] + O01] — 03] — 0°56 

JUNE. » 
6 I I EES) 

Moone Baie ss o.05 ais dent wie +140 + 65 
Ciitma@s ~“sgogggion0 canbe ; =A se GRD ae MeO] lee 
ClanineOIN Gaogoo 6400 600c — 25) + 21) — 23] + o4 
JSTOHE, cob oBGO BoOODO n 
BREHC CAUSA aiiorclcy<iaie. ais oie aie « ap 2B) | re Uy cece (Daly ce | eee 
iElaaiellopedhheog woos Ha onee + 35) + 75 | — 45 — 4:5 | —12:°0 
Berhampore, ....... : + 30; + 4:0 + 42) — 06 
Suldnere. coaueoueaaeee +1795 | —15] — 75) +145 
Wiomelnzg « chbbo00 0000 o00C + 50) + 50} — 3% 
ZAM MU PT aes sore: evevoie coos ale + 4:0 
POE KCO Ua aeelssdle bees oe os iene fe UR ee OS 

Sums, | +155 | +305] —85| +107| + 65 | — 9-0 
Means, | + 39) + 76) — 12) + 27) + 09} — 11 
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‘JULY. 

STATIONS. 1868-9 | 1869-70] 1870-1 | 1871-2 | 1872-3 | 1873-4 

Port Blair, ....50 vevsceee + 30 + 11°0 
(CUUHICNS 540500 aou0d 5 000 +15) — 35) —02) + 49 
Chittagong, ....0- eseess —14| — 46) — 34) 4+ of 
Jessore, 5000 0000006006 
IDEAS, ~~ od 00D 010000000000 + 31) + OL | —67) + 41 
IELaANe RAN, “Gooqc0n0 0000 [pee Y )) ar CD || = BY — 42) — 22 
ISSN, oo503000 0000 |) ar OO — 35 + 17| — 46 
SUMMA, Goo06c00 Good00NG +95) —35| —10) + 75 
Wigaedinn?, soobdo ao0d0000 (ae er || = 2D) sp RS 
IPNRA,  Hocosoddc0000d00 || => 
IR@Ova EE GH0000 Gd0000 0500 — 3:0 vel +111 | — 121 

Sums, — 11:0) + 80; — 1:3; — 11:4, — 1.7 + 12°4 
Means, | — 2°8 | + 2°7| — 0:2 | — 2:8 | — 02) eae 

Avaust. 

Dos WIE, so50G0G0000000 + 3:0 9.5 
Cuttack, sss. see ==) eee Oe) || eg) |) =e Te 
Chittagong, .c..es...50 —09 |} —386}] + 36] + 13 
J essore, 60000000 000000 
DBO, oou055 650000 090000 0 + 70]—09!|] + 24 
Hazaribagh) 02.6. «0+... + 05 | — 2:0] + 0°5 — 95) + 2.2 
Berhampore, ...... er ataners + 10°0 — 27 — 70} + 35 
Silchar ie esasstewe sens — 20) —30}] + 70] + 55 
Nl@malmhes  oo09000 aodoas + 50] —50] + 1:0 
JPA 660000 00000 6 C0 anOG + 16°5 
Roorkee, ..... 604100 do do% — 06 + 28] —12 

Sums, + 32:0} — 40 | — 69 + 26} — 31 + 48 
Means, | + 80} — 13] —09|] + 06] — 04] + 06 

SEPTEMBER. 

IPexa Jette, Gago a50000 Dood — 35 — 20] + 3:0 
(Cab ba eee aii tele ote 5 — 57) +144] —109} + 3-7 
Chittagong, ......... a — 30] + 04] + 17) —14 
SIESSOLE) je sis): sjeree ors-s ; — 5:0 
IDEYOC on00 00 00 6000 60000 c — 49) + 20) — 16 + 8.1 
Hazaribagh,....... oo | + 15] + 6:5 —10°5 | + 05 
Berhampore, ............ | — 1° — 10 — 97] + 595 
SHIeWe. As S65o G000 005 0 + 80/—30! 4+ 65); + 2:0 
WMiGaI 55 G000 0500000000 + 65|— 5651 — 10 
VaLLIAs Me becsteree viet ere:s ex aa ae + 6°5 
Roorkee, coe. eseeee oe + 1:5 + 31) + 1:0 

Sums, | +13:0|— 75 | — 61] +138 | —23-4| 499-4 
Means, | + 3:3 | —1:9 | —09]| + 34] —29] + 9:8 
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STATIONS. & 

Port Blair, ...... 
Gummadi, Be n6 daca nous aode 
Chittagong, ...+. 
Jessore, 
Dacca, 
Hazaribagh, 
Berhampore, ..... 
Silchar, 
Monghyr, 
Patna, 

ee 

seen eere ere acee ee ee 

Roorkee, .ses esse ceeeeees 

Sums, 
Means, 
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OcTOBER. 

1868-9 |1869-70 | 1870-1 | 1871-2 | 1872-3 | 1873-4 

— 10] + 6:0 + 05 (6) 
— 4:0 + 75 | — Og + O1 

—— (25 | 5 OR ye Zico) 
==> Mil 

— 34 + 04] — O1 + 29 

— 55 + 7:0 +15) — 75 

+ 80 — 1:0 — 11:2} + 40 
+ 80} — 11:0) + 2:5] + 15°5 

+ 05] + 3:0] — 3:0 
+ 1°5 

— 05 +07) + 27 

+ 3:5 | + 13:9) —— 2-3) |) — 38:6 | — 8:7 | 4 Qs7 
+ 07| + 3:5 | — 0:3 | — 0:9 | —11) + 2:7 

i2tis BEA  Geagdddomodood 
Cminima@,  Sos00550 05059000 
Chittagong, ......0e ssss0e 
aBERORE, 440060 Gobbo0 oBb00K 
Dacca, 
lElazenelogvedn $566 on0000dob0 
Berhampore,...- 
Sulelmee, Ghan osoon 
Monghyr,.... 
Patna, .... 

e2oe se eeoe 

eeoee 

“Roorkee, .....+0+-.... : + 

Sums, —12°5 +144 | —27-3 +19°5 | —26°8 + 25°4 

Means, | —- 255 | + 29 | —39| + 49] — 33] + 3:2 

DECEMBER. 

IGETPIAIES isccsvsecccces | + 2:0 | + 4:0 +25] + 15 
Cuttack, @eeoeeeoseseoeeene@ + 1°5 + 6:2 (0) ——— 4:4 

Clirinizeonres 5 550qq00 000000 — 42) — 48 (0) — 13 
TBISORE, 5 oooocub CODD DONOOD + 2:7 
Dacca, eeeeeesoeeees OG eevee — 06 +0°9 + 0-4 — 5:9 

Hazaribaore, ....eesceeee + 1:5 + 0:5 — 20] — 05 
Berhamp Peyecavoneinisvaneroteievelajes + 1:2 — 3°5 —12°5 | — 9:0 
“Silica, 9556 Sp00000n|Nb0000 — 2:5 0 — 30 +14:0 

Miomeinyae, Gogg coon dsccc000 || os G0) |) salty as 2355 
HALMatscieisiciee ecisietess clels) || == 3°() 
Roorkee, eevee e 28888 e Ceo = 6:0 + 3°5 aeen 8:9 + 0:7 

Sums, + 67| —03/] — 83] + 1:3 | —23°5 | — 4:9 
Means, | + 1:3) —0O1/| — 10} + 03] — 2:9 | — 06 
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Taste LV. B—WMean monthly and annual differences of maximum black- 
bulb temperatures. 

Monts. 1868-9. | 1869-70.) 1870-1. | 1871-2. | 1872-3. | 1873-4. 

Ya, oo00c000 co00000 : + 50 | — 02] —13 | — 23) + 25) —47 
Hepruary wee oho ea re 4+10:8)|) == 2:9 | — 0:8 | — 3:7 | er 0, 1e ene 
INRA, 5oc000 ana000 n00000 + 57] + 64] — 08 | — 02) — 22 | — 32 
Iasi posaac Soca + 4-202 0-9 114 0-6 | 12-6 | nn soy es 
INTE coo 0090-09000 5 00000000 + 4:0 | + 3:9 + 2:3)! —0O1| — 03) — 05 
JUNE, 500000000000 dact0000 + 39 + 76) —12!] + 27] +.0:9 | —11 
ily ween ee: seo ee | = Ber) OB | Pd Le 
ATES, 650500 000000 000000 + 8:05/5—— 1:3), — 0:9 |) .-b 10:6515 — O45 |e eeOce 
Septembersee- ee ce ese: ve | + Some O == 0-9) 4 3-4) oes 
OCHO, o50000 00000000 . | + O07] + 385] — 03} —09}| —11)| 4+ 27 
INVOYEMAIDE®, non000 G0000000 — 25) — 2:9 | — 39] + 49 | — 3:33 | 32 
IDAGEANIS, 500000 av000000 + 13) —0O1}) —10/] + 03] — 2:99 | — 06 

Yearly sums, +41°6 +215 | —116| — 05 | —11 | — 2-9 
Means, | + 3:5} + 16| — 09 0} — 09} — 0-2 

The results obtained by these four different methods, resting on two 

distinct kinds of data, agree then, in shewing a very decided variation 

of the incident solar heat ; a variation which, in the epoch of its maximum 

approximately, its rapid rise before that maximum and slower decline 

after it, agrees with the variation curve of the solar spots. Table III being 

based on a far larger quantity of data than either of the others, probably 

gives the most trustworthy results. The curve obtained from this table is 

given in the adjoining figure. 
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What proportion the variation may bear to the total incident heat, the 

present data of course cannot show ; and in order to know this, we must 

await the regular actinometric observations which it is to be hoped may be 

undertaken at the new Solar Observatory under Col. Tennant at Simla. 

But judging from the present results, it would certainly appear probable 

that the variation is such as must exercise a very appreciable influence on 

the Meteorology of our earth. “It is a dynamical law absolutely universal 

and one which extends beyond the domain of mere dynamics, that all 

periodicity in the action of a cause, propagates itself into every, even the 

remotest effect of that cause, through whatever chain of intermediate arrange- 
ments the action is carried out.’’* 

If then the sun’s radiation vary directly with the number of the spots 

and prominences, every other meteorological phenomenon must likewise so 

vary, rainfall and temperature included, and we have therefore a prioré 

grounds for the validity of Meldrum, Lockyer, and K6ppen’s discoveries. 

With regard to the rainfall, the coincidence of its variation with that of the 

sun spots has been only partially verified by the data; but seeing that the 

rainfall of the larger part of the world has not been taken into considera- 

tion in the comparison, this is no more than we should expect. In India, 

for instance, the registers of most of the few stations that have been com- 

pared, fail to conform to the supposed law, but India is but a small part of 

the region on which precipitation takes place during the SW. monsoon, and 

I have shewn in a former volume of this Journal, that there are independent 

erounds for believing, that owing to protracted variations in the distribution 

of atmospheric pressure in different years, (from what causes arising we are 

at present unable to determine, ) deficient rainfall in one part of the monsoon 

area is probably compensated in great part by an excessive rainfall elsewhere. 

As far as the coincidence has been established, the quantity of rain that falls, 

varies directly with the intensity of the sun’s radiation; in other words, with 

the quantity of energy received from the sun, which of course determines the 

quantity of water evaporated and afterwards condensed. 

This consideration appears to me to throw some light on the apparent- 

ly anomalous variation of temperature detected by Professor Koppen.f 

He finds that, in the tropics, the maximum temperature coincides, not with 

the maximum of the sun-spots, but more nearly with their minimum ; which, 

however, it precedes by } to 13 years. His inference, partly based on this 

fact, and partly on his erroneous idea of the nature of the spots, is the 

reverse of that which follows from the facts now adduced. He concludes 

that the spots are an indication of the diminished radiation of the sun, 

* Herschel’s ‘Meteorology,’ p. 137. 

+ Zeitsch. d. Oesterr, Gesellschaft fiir Meteorologie, Vol. VIII, pp. 241 and 257. 

5 
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and adopts the earlier hypothesis of Dela Lande and of Zollner that they are 

solidified scoriaceous masses floating on the glowing fluid surface [‘‘ Schollen 

fest-gewordener Stoffe auf der glihendfliissigen Sonnenkugel”]. The great 

discovery of Chacornac and Lockyer in 1865, that the spots are produced by 

a down-rush of the cooled external atmosphere of the sun, would seem to be 

unknown to him. 

The spots being then, in all probability, an indication of increased ra- 

diation, how is this to be reconciled with the facts ascertained by Professor 

Koppen. Possibly, I think, in this way. The temperatures dealt with by 

Professor Képpen are of course those of the lowest stratum of the atmo- 

sphere at land stations ; and must be determined, not by the quantity of heat 

that falls on the exterior of the planet, but on that which penetrates to the 

earth’s surface, chiefly to the land surface of the globe. The greater part 

of the earth’s surface being, however, one of water, the principal immediate 

effect of the increased heat must be to increase the evaporation, and there- 

fore, as a subsequent process, the cloud and the rainfall. Now a cloudy 

atmosphere intercepts the greater part of the solar heat ; and the re-evapora- 

tion of the fallen rain lowers the temperature of the surface from which it 

evaporates and that of the stratum of the air in contact with it. The heat 

liberated by cloud condensation doubtless raises the temperature of the air 

at the altitude of the cloudy stratum; but, at the same time, we have two 

causes at work, equally tending to depress that of the lowest stratum. As 

a consequence, an increased formation of vapour, and therefore of rain, fol- 

lowing on an increase of radiation, might be expected to coincide with a 

low air-temperature on the surface of the land. 

It is needless to point out that a vast train of enquiry is opened up by 

the fact, once established, that the solar heat undergoes a periodical varia- 

tion. It is I believe of high importance to Meteorology, or will be so when the 

amount of the variation shall have been ascertained in terms of absolute mea- 

surement, and it affords a strong additional incentive to the establishment 

of an observatory in India, such as have already been founded under the 

less favoured skies of Germany and on the Rocky mountains, for observing - 

and measuring the variations of the sun. These and their immediate effects 
are, by prerogative, the study of the tropics. 

P.S. July 12th.—Since the foregoing paper was read, I have examined 

the register of Darjiling ; a station which, although frequently obscured by 

cloud, has the advantage over stations on the plains, that it is above the 

level of the dust haze that absorbs so much of the solar heat over the latter. 

I have discussed the registers by a method somewhat different from either 

of those followed in the body of the paper, viz., by selecting the three high- 

est recorded sun temperatures in each half month, deducting from each the 

maximum temperature of the air in the shade on the same days, and taking 
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the mean of the six differences to represent the solar intensity of the month. 

The result, as will be seen from the following table, is in complete accord- 
ance with that previously arrived at from other data. The same thermo- 
meter has been in use throughout. 

TaBLe V.—Solar intensity at Darjiling. 

STATIONS. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 

January, fe x 878 67-7 59°2 578 62°3 
February, ue a 62°2 62°8 62°3 56°5 60°3 

March, 63°3 63°5 62° 58°2 578 
April, 64°2 63:2 62°8 55'°7 60°2 

May, “se #2 62:2 67°8 66°8 63°8 59°8 

June, ae ee 67° 68° 67:3 62°5 59°2 
July, We wi 63°3 66°2 65°7 60°8 56°3 

August, it ei 70°8 65°7 66°38 60: 57'8 

September, ae ree 71:5 69°3 63°7 62:3 59°3 

October, a: ae 65°5 68:2 70: 63:3 60°8 

November, te res 62°5 67:3 62°5 - 57:3 63°3 

December, ue Be, 59° 66°3 69° 53°8 60°5 

Year, ea 65°5 64:9 60°8 58°6 

VII.— Notes on the Geology of part of the Dafla Hills, Assam ; lately visited 
bythe Force under Brigadier-General Starrorp, C. B.—By Major 

H. H. Gopwiy-Austrn, #. &. G.S., FZ. S., &e., Deputy Superin- 
tendent Topographical Survey of India. 

(Received June 18th,—Read July 7th, 1875.) 

(With Plate VI.) 

My survey duties with the late expedition into the portion of the 

Eastern Himalaya known as the Dafla Hills gave me an opportunity of 

making a few notes on the geology of this portion of the North-eastern fron- 

tier, of which so little is known up to the present time. 

From the Brahmaputra near Bishnath and Dunsiri Mukh, the outer 

range of the Tertiary sandstones is well seen, the steep scarps shewing white 

against the dense forest with which they are covered. I first entered this 

outer range by a route up the bed of the Darpang stream, a tributary of 

the Pichola, when proceeding to clear the hill Dihirhi Parbat for a Trig- 

onometrical station. After leaving Borpathar, the road leads over the plain 

ina direction WNW., and after 5 miles the shallow bed of the Darpang is 

followed up and leads directly by a narrow gorge into the hills: these rise 
suddenly from the level plain of recent detritus, no outlying beds of later 

age being seen here. 


